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In many companies, this path is not located on your hard disk but on a server. So, you possibly also need to check whether you have enough disk space in your server located Windows profile.The recommended free disk space for a database update is the triple size of your
database which you want to update.When activating an older GaBi database in a newer GaBi version for the first time, a structural migration may be required. The structural migration will not change results and is mandatory. A backup of the previous version of your database
will be created automatically.After that, GaBi gives you the option to skip the service pack and database upgrade installation. It allows you to stay on the original database level and to reproduce results as they were in previous GaBi versions. Service packs and database
upgrades can be installed later at any time.To upgrade your database to the current databases level (and therefore update your results), you need to install the up to date service pack and DB upgrades. The upgrade process can take several hours depending on the size of the
database and the performance of your computer. Do not under any circumstances interrupt the upgrade process (not even when it says not responding) until a window appears listing the update protocol. Details (RIS) Abstract DOI Thermal degradation of metals is an issue in
additive manufacturing. The problem is particularly pronounced at elevated temperatures. In the case of the additive manufacturing with the Arburg Plastic Freeforming (APF) process, temperatures during the printing can reach up to 450–500 C. To investigate the effect of
these temperatures, pure copper foils were produced by the APF process. The copper foils were placed inside a furnace and heated up to different temperatures. The effect of the heating on the mechanical properties of the samples was investigated. In addition, the effect of
the heating on the microstructure and on the individual components of the copper sample was analyzed. Furthermore, a prediction of the temperature within the build chamber was carried out.
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f. hecker, e. moritzer, and a. hirsch, comparison of material properties and application effectiveness of the sintra plastic freeforming and fused deposition modeling, in proceedings: 2020 annual international solid freeform fabrication symposium (sff symp 2020), san diego,
california, usa, 2020, pp. 456458. f. hecker, e. moritzer, and a. hirsch, advanced applications of the sintra plastic freeforming and fused deposition modeling, in proceedings: 2019 annual international solid freeform fabrication symposium (sff symp 2019), san diego, california,
usa, 2019, pp. 494957. f. hecker, e. moritzer, and a. hirsch, additive manufacturing of titanium and the impact of the material properties on the process, in proceedings: 2018 annual international solid freeform fabrication symposium (sff symp 2018), san francisco, california,

usa, 2018, pp. 465056. f. hecker, e. moritzer, and a. hirsch, additive manufacturing of titanium and the impact of the material properties on the process, in proceedings: 2017 annual international solid freeform fabrication symposium (sff symp 2017), san diego, california, usa,
2017, pp. 452036. e. moritzer, f. hecker, c. driediger, and a. hirsch, additive manufacturing of titanium with the sintra plastic freeforming and fused deposition modeling (pfmd) process, journal of sintered composite materials, 18(5), pp. 73076. published ahead of print, 2018.

the additive manufacturing process fused deposition modeling (fdm) is established in the industry for many years. a new, similar process to fdm is the arburg plastic freeforming (apf). the main differences between both processes are the form of the starting material (fdm:
filaments, apf: conventional granulate) and the material deposition during the layer formation (fdm: melt strand, apf: fine molten droplets). since the two processes can be used in similar applications, the aim of this study is to compare both processes in a holistic way.
furthermore, the advantages and disadvantages of the processes are to be highlighted. the systematic comparison between a stratasys 400mc and the freeformer 200-3x is divided into the areas of component properties, design limitations and economic efficiency. the

material abs-m30 (stratasys) is used in both processes. the results show comparable component properties regarding mechanical and optical properties but also differences in design limitations and cost efficiency. 5ec8ef588b
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